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Personal Details: 
         
Test Date:            06/05/2018 

Name:    Sophia Brown 

Chronological Age:  17 Years old  

Nationality:    American  

Playing Hand:   Right / Left  

Test Venue + Surface type  Miami, USA - Hardcourt 

 
 
Footwork Assessment Scale:  

Key                
                                       Area of priority - major fundamental development needed 
 
     Area of attention - moderate fundamental development needed 
 

    Area of Maintenance – fundamental skill developed 
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Contact Move Instructional Tip Type of feed Out steps to ball Things to look for 

Step down 
 

pivot OFF FRONt FOOT 
MID COURT 
HIP HEIGHT 

STEP OUT  
RYTHYMN 

ADJUSTING STEPS 

STAYING LOW 
KEEPING ANGLES 
BALANCE MOVE 

LEG THROGH AFTER SHOT 
COMPLETE CIRCLE 

 rating 

 Forehand 

 

Backhand 
 
 
 Run around 
 
 

Comments/ areas of work: 

 

Sophia Looks very comfortable stepping down on both sides. please do this as much as you can!!!  

 

SHE Needs to get behind the ball (front foot, back foot) and keep better angles in the legs. She moves across with 

weight on the front foot sometimes, but she needs to keep her weight back And to cross in front when covering 

bigger distances.  

 

She Steps out well to the back hand, but again needs to stay lower, this will help getting under the ball with the 

swing and getting better shape on the ball. Sophia adjusts her feet better on the Backhand side. - she should drop her 

back knee when the ball is low.  

 

I think hER BH high step down is one of hER Best shots when hit with great balance.  

 

  
Contact Move Instructional Tip Type of feed Out steps to ball Things to look for 

2-foot pivot 
 

Hit open stance with both 
Feet on the ground 

Sliced, fast, Deep ball 
At HIP HEIGHT 

Pivot step  
Step out 

 

Contact point at side 
Wide base 

BALANCE MOVE/ inside knee Drop 
Hit ball straight 
COMPLETE CIRCLE 

 rating 

 Forehand 

 

Backhand 
 
 
 shift 
 
 

Comments/ areas of work: 

 

Sophia Needs to get lower and get better shape on THE ball. She needs to let the ball come to her and keep the 

direction of her shot deep or heavy middle through the centre of the court.  

 

She didn’t hit a lot of backhand 2-foot Pivots, but still good to be aware of this shot and can still practice it.  

 

She shifts well, but I feel her 2-foot pivot is one of the shots she could practice more.  in the video you will see that 

SHE getS a bit elevated, so would like HER to drop the inside knee more.   
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          Contact Move Instructional Tip Type of feed Out steps to ball Things to look for 

1 Foot Pivot 
 

HIT OFF 1 leg 
Heavy ball 

Chest HEIGHT 

STEP Back Into  
back foot stance 

 

Freeze finish 
Contact first before lifting  

BALANCE MOVE/ knee up 
Pivot foot towards net 
hit ball with good shape 

 rating 

 Forehand 

 

Reverse pivot  
 
 
 
 
 

Comments/ areas of work 

  

It Made a big difference with her balance and shape on the Ball when Sophia lifted her leg after contact with a knee up 

balance move.  

 

Try not TO bring the non-hitting leg down too quickly. 

  

Sophia Pivots the foot well and I want her to think this is a great shot to hit heavy and out of her opponents strike 

zone - as long as she hits the ball deep enough.  

 

  
Contact Move Instructional Tip Type of feed Out steps to ball Things to look for 

Run around  
F/h Transfer 

 

Run around, set up stance 
& hit aggressively 

 Floating MID COURT 
Chest HEIGHT 

Run around C  
& run around U 

Into semi-open stance 

Semi open stance 
Contact in strike zone 
BALANCE MOVE/ leg curl 

Toe point in SHOT direction 
COMPLETE CIRCLE 

 rating 

 inside out 

 

inside in 
 
 
  
 
 

Comments/ areas of work 

 

The more Sophia uses this shot the better! it is her best 3 star move by far. It is great on the return and intimidating as a 

travelling FH swing volley. Just remember to snap the hips, pull the foot across when hitting inside out, and on the 

spot when hitting inside in.  When Sophia sets her feet -watch out!!  

 

Just don’t rush and make sure you give yourself big targets.  

 

Remember to use the bh transfer a lot on the 2nd serve return.  
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Contact Move Instructional Tip Type of feed Out steps to ball Things to look for 

Low spin & 
Mogul move 

 

HIT OFF open stance & 
recover to centre 

Deep middle (spin) 
Deep wide (mogul) 

HIP HEIGHT 

Cha cha cha 3 or 5  
Crossover 1 or 2 
(Depends on age) 

Go beyond ball 
KEEPING ANGLES 

Semi open (spin) open (mogul) 
Spin hips (spin) shift (mogul) 

Crosses back 
 rating 

 Forehand – low spin 

 

Backhand – low spin 
 
 
  
 Forehand – mogul move 

 

Backhand – mogul move 
 
 
 

Comments/ areas of work 

 

Sophia started off struggling with the low spin, but really improved over the 4 days. she got much better in 

understanding where hER feet are in space. Remember that it’s really important not to over rotate and to have the 

outside foot finishing facing the target.  

 

When doing the mogul move she looks good when the steps are not too big moving out to the ball. otherwise she 

reaches for the ball. she must remember that sometimes 2 steps are better than 1.! 

 

I really liked it when Sophia chose to hit her backhand open, as she had more timE and her recovery was faster. she 

Needs to focus on pushing ofF the side of the foot and “head on the pillow” when the outside foots makes contact 

with the ground.  

 

The key areA for Sophia IS to relax and not get too up tight.  Remember the words “Relax and win”!  

 

  
Contact Move Instructional Tip Type of feed Out steps to ball Things to look for 

f/h Lateral hop 
 

Cut the angle & hit f/h off 
f/ward open stance off 
outside leg at an angle 

Angled moderately paced 
ball at knee height 

Crossover steps into f/wd 
open stance 

Go beyond ball 
KEEPING ANGLES 

BALANCE MOVE/inside knee lift 
Cross over recovery step 

Hit angled reply 
 rating 

 Forehand 

 

 
 
 
  
 
 

Comments/ areas of work 

 

The lateral hop is a move that Sophia needs to work ON MORE.  WHAT was interesting is that she hit the angled lateral 

hop better than the heavy lateral hop. I felt that when hitting heavy She tended to jump too much - just think of 

skimming the ground.  

 

I really think the lateral hop will help Sophia to not over rotate on her open forehand and get more angle of her 

forehand.  
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Contact Move Instructional Tip Type of feed Out steps to ball Things to look for 

b/h closed pivot 
 

Cut the angle & hit closed 
backhand with a deep slice 
& Comments/ top spinning 

angled ball 

Angled ball to back hand 
at knee HEIGHT, 

moderately paced but 
faster for slice 

Crossover steps into 
closed stance 

Semi closed stance at 45 deg 
Good brake step tech  

BALANCE MOVE /back knee drop 
Cross back recovery 

Angle topspin + deep slice c/c 
 rating 

 backhand 

 

 
 
backhand slice  

 

 
 
 
 
  
 
 

COMMENTS / areas of work 

 

From a footwork point of view, SHE got into position well, but still needs to work out what out-steps to use.  

in the video she does a great job of the “cross 2 3” ! 

 

Problems come more from racket head speed than footwork, but she needs to drop the back knee, not only for 

balance, but also to get under the ball because this contact move is made on a low short ball.  

 

Sometimes I feel SHE needS to be more aggressive on this shot, but certainly her step down IS better than her 

closed pivot backhand. so keep adjusting those feet and get more of a” back foot, front foot” feel on the 

backhand.  

 

  
Contact Move Instructional Tip Type of feed Out steps to ball Things to look for 

Power move 
 

Start at singles line, hit off 
running steps, brake the 
recover to centre mark 

Challenging wide ball 
knee HEIGHT 

Running steps evenly 
spaced using 1,2 arms 

Use a brake/bounce step 
- Depending on feed 

BALANCE MOVE /kick back 
Crossover recovery 

COMPLETE CIRCLE split at centre 
 rating 

 Forehand 

 

Backhand 
 
 
  
 
 

Comments/ areas of work 

 

SOPHIA did a great job on what traditionally is a very difficult shot- with a few teaching tips SHE QUICKLY MADE big 

PROGRESS. Just remember to not jump too high and kick the leg back with f/h and b/h power moves.  

 

I want HER to look at the ball, not hER intended target, before SHE makeS contact, and always use a kick back balance 

move., so she stays side-on through the shot.  

 

her hustling skills will win her a lot of matches, but her game style is really all out attack And intimidate. 
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Contact Move Instructional Tip Type of feed Out steps to ball Things to look for 

f/H Reverse spin & 
BACK FOOT HOP 

 

FOR BACK FOOT HOP MOVE 
BACK AT AN ANGLE, FOR 

REVERSE SPIN MOVE STRAIGHT 
BACK 

HIGH FLOATING DEEP BALL AT 
ANGLE AND STRAIGHT DOWN 

THE MIDDLE 

SHUFFLE AT ANGLE INTO BACK 
FOOT STANCE FOR HOP AND 
SHUFFLE INTO SEMI OPEN FOR 

REVERSE SPIN 

Let ball drop to strike zone 
Balance move- 

KNEE UP/HOP & SIDE KICK/REVERSE 
Look for good shape on ball 

COMPLETE CIRCLE 
 rating 

 Forehand – BACK FOOT 

 

Backhand – BACK FOOT 
 
 
  
REVERSE SPIN - F/H ONLY 
 
 

Comments/ areas of work 

 

Sophia learned THIS contact move very quickly. We didn’t have to spend much time on either the back-foot hop or 

reverse spin because Sophia likes hitting up the back of the ball if she has too.  

 

Her fh backfoot hop is better than Her bh - as she brings her knee up cleaner, so her balance is better. 

 

Remember to hit and recover in one motion with the back-foot hop.  

 

I felt her reverse spin is one of her best moves and I think this is because she likes setting her feet up semi-open when 

running around.  

 

  
Contact Move Instructional Tip Type of feed Out steps to ball Things to look for 

Front foot hop 
 

Come into net & HIT OFF 
FRONt FOOT then split 

when ball hits back fence 

Opportunity ball- short 
soft feed, HIP HEIGHT feed 

near service  

STEP OUT  
& forward shuffle 

Make contact before hopping 
KEEPING ANGLES in front leg 

BALANCE MOVE/ kick back 
Timing of split step 

 
 rating 

 Forehand 

 

Backhand 
 
 
  
 
 

Comments/ areas of work 

 

Sophia’s FH Front foot hop seems more natural than her bH front foot hop. I feel this all goes back to her initial step 

out to the side for balance.  

 

It is important not to front foot set too early, by moving up the court leaning in. she should instead have 65% of 

her weight on the back foot.  Always try to get the weight going in the direction of the shot. 

 

You need to keep the angles in your legs and stay down on contact. this will enable you to create spin with the 

racket instead of with the leg. The legs are the engine and the racket the driver.  
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Final comments/areas for work 
 
These final comments are more general remarks and do not relate to any contact moves as I have addressed these above. 
 
the Fundamental movement areas I feel Sophia needs to address are:  
 
 Don’t front foot set too early…keep weight back when moving down the court. 

 
 Stay lower on the first cross back recovery step, focus on pushing off with side of foot and shifting weight effectively.  
 
 When hitting open, let the ball come to you and don’t over rotate. Remember less is more!!! 
 
 Always step out when doing a step down or front foot hop, i.e. think “back foot front foot”. Also crucial for her too keep 

her feet wide, so start with twist steps and wide soft knees 
 
 Try and match swing lines to the contact move and understand which balance move matches the contact move.  
 
 Hit open more often on wide balls to her backhand - as she does this well when committed.  
 
 Work hard on backwards movement and putting more shape on the ball using the back-foot hop and reverse spin.  

 
 Be aware how important it is to get feet into as semi open stance with both toes pointing to side fence and forward leg bent 

at 90 degrees. 
 
 She Needs to work on creating her own “way of play” - be the puppeteer not the puppet ! 
 
 She should Attack the net as much as possible and intimidate with her swing volleys and second serve approaches.  
 
 do her sharpshooter once or twice a week - if possible and keep me posted on her score!  


